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1 OBJECTIVES

1.2 Aid the development of strategic and systematic approaches to
manage consequences of disasters and reduce the organisation's
vulnerabilities and risks to All-hazards.

To promulgate an updated, comprehensive and harmonized system of
responding to emergency situations pursuant and in accordance to
R.A. 10121 or the Philippine Disaster Risk Reduction Management Act.

2. SCOPE

3. DEFINITION OF TERMS

Chain of Command - series of command, control, executive or
management positions in hierarchical order of authority; an
orderly line of authority within the ranks of the incident
management positions.

Common Terminology - normally used words and phrases
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1.1. Provide guidance on the proper use of lncident Command System
(lCS) as a tool to organize operations for a broad spectrum of disasters
or emergencies from small to complex incidents, both natural and
human-induced, that conform with the provisions of RA 10121
othenarise known as the "Philippine Disaster Risk Reduction and
Management Strategies."

This policy covers on-scene management of emergency response operations from
disaster impact to the immediate emergency response phase of an incident, and
may also be used either as a suppletory or supplemental tool in All-hazard incident /
risk management planning.

All-Hazards - any incident, natural or khan induced, that warrants action to
rotate life, property, environment public health, or safety and
minimize disruptions of government, social or economic
activities.
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Disaster - a serious disruption of the functioning of a community or a society
involving widespread human, material, economic or
environmental losses and impacts, which exceeds the ability of
the affected community or society to cope using its own
resources; an actual threat to public health and safety were the
local government and the emergency services are unable to
meet the immediate needs of the community; an event in which
the local emergency management measures are insufflcient to
cope with a hazard, whether due to lack of time, capacity or
resources, resulting in unacceptable levels of damage or number
of casualties.

Base - the location at which primary Logistics functions for an incident are
coordinated and administered. There is only one Base per
incident. (lncident name or other designator will be added to the
term Base). The lncident Command Post may be co-located with
the Base.

Branch the organizational level having functional or geographical
responsibility for major aspects of incident operations. A branch
is organizationally situated between the section and division or
group in the Operations Section, and between the section and
units in the Logistics Section. Branches are identified by the use

0f Rgrnan numcralo gr Dy functignal arca

Camp - a geographical site within the general incident area (separate
from the lncident Base) that is equipped and staffed to provide
sleeping, food, water, and sanitary services to incident personnel

Chain of Command - series of command, control, executive or management
positions in hierarchical order of authority; an orderly Iine of
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Disaster Response - the provision of emergency services and public
assistance during or immediately after a disaster in order to save
lives, reduce health impacts, ensure public safety and meet the
basic subsistence needs of the people affected. Disaster
response is predominantly focused on immediate and short term
needs and is sometimes called "disaster relief."
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authority within the ranks of the incident management
organization

Chief -

Command - the act of directing, ordering, or controlling by virtue of explicit
statutory, regulatory, or delegated authority

Common Terminology - normally used words and phrases. Avoids the use
of different words/phrases for same concepts, for consistency
purposes.

Community - consists of people, property, services, livelihoods
environment; a legally constituted administrative
government unit of a country, e.g. municipality or district.

and
local

Coordination - bringing together of organizations and elements to ensure
effective counter disaster response. lt is primarily concerned with
the systematic acquisition and application of resources
(organization, manpower and equipment) in accordance with the
requirements imposed by the threat of impact of disaster.

Disaster - a serious disruption of the functioning of a community or a society
involving widespread human, material, economic or
environmental losses and impacts, which exceeds the ability of
the affected community or society to cope using its own
resources; an actual threat to public health and safety where the

local government and tho gmergonoy 00rvi00s aro unable t0
meet the immediate needs of the community; an event in which
the local emergency management measures are insufficient to
cope with a hazard, whether due to a lack of time, capacity or
resources, resulting in unacceptable levels of damage or number
of casualties.
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INCIDENT COMMAND SYSTEM

the lncident Command System title for individuals responsible for
management of functional Sections : Operations, Planning,
Logistics, Finance/Administration and lntelligence/lnvestigations
(if established as a separate Section)

Disaster Response - the provision of emergency services and public
assistance during or immediately after a disaster in order to save
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lives, reduce health impacts, ensure public safety and meet the
basic subsistence needs of the people affected. Disaster
response is predominantly focused on immediate and shortterm
needs and is sometimes called "drsaster relief.

Emergency - unforeseen or sudden occurrence, especially danger,
demanding immediate action; an actual threat to an individual's
life or to public health and safety which needs immediate
response.

Emergency Management - the organization and management of resources
and responsibilities for addressing all aspects of emergencies, in
particular, preparedness, response and initial recovery steps; a
management process that is applied to deal with the actual or
implied effects of hazards

Hazard - a dangerous phenomenon, substance, human activity or condition
that may cause loss of life, injury or other health impacts,
property damage, loss of livelihood or services, social and
economic disruption, or environmental damage; any potential
threat to public safety and/or public health; any phenomenon
which has the potential to cause disruption or damage to people,
their property, their services or their environment, i.e., their
communities. The four classes of hazards are natural,
technological, biological and societal hazards.

lncident - an occurrence or event, natural or human-induced, that requires
an emergency response to protect life or property. lncidents can,
for example, include major disasters, emergencies, terrorist
attacks, terrorist threats, civil unrest, floods, hazardous materials
spills, nuclear accidents, aircraft accidents, earthquakes, tropical
storms, tsunamis, war-related disasters, public health and
medical emergencies, and other occurrences requiring an
emergency response.
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INCIDENT COMMAND SYSTEM

lncident Action Plan (lAP) - an oral or written plan containing general
objectives reflecting the overall strategy for managing an
incident. lt may include the identification of operational resources
and assignments. lt may also include attachments that provide
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lncident Command - responsible for overall management of the incident
and consists of the lncident Commander, either single or unified
command, and any assigned supporting staff

lncident Commander (lC) - the individual responsible for all incident
activities, including the development of strategies and tactics and
the ordering and the release of resources. The lC has overall
authority and responsibility for conducting incident operations
and is responsible for the management of all incident operattons
at the incident site.

lncident Command Post (lCP) - the field location where the primary
functions are performed. The ICP may be co-located with the
incident base or other incident facilities.

lncident Command System (lCS) - is a standardized, on-scene, all-hazard
incident management concept; allows its users to adopt an
integrated organizational structure to match the complexities and
demands of single or multiple incidents without being hindered by
jurisdictional boundaries. ICS is non-permanent organization and
is activated only in response to disasters or emergencies.

lncident Management Team (lMT) - an lncident Commander and the
appropriate Command and General Staff personnel assigned to
the incident. They also serve as one of the response teams of the
DRRMCs and other agencies concerned.

lncident Objectives - statements of guidance and direction needed t0
select appropriate strategy(ies) and the tactical direction of
resources. lncident objectives are based on realistic expectations
of what can be accomplished when all allocated resources have
been effectively deployed. lncident objectives must be achievable
and measurable, yet flexible enough to allow strategic and
tactical alternatives.

I
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direction and important information for management of the
incident during one or more operational periods.
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Jurisdiction - a range or sphere of authority. Public agencies have
jurisdiction at an incident related to their legal responsibilities and
authority. Jurisdictional authority at an incident can be political or
geographical (e.9. town, city) or functional (e.9. law enforcement,
public health).

Liaison Officer - a member of the Command Staff responsible for
coordinating with representatives

from cooperating and assisting agencies or organizations

Logistics Section - the section responsible for providing facilities, services,
and material support for the incident.

POLICIES

4.1 . The PSHS System shall

4

4.1 .1 Adopt a common operating
emergencies and calamities
Command system

procedure during
thru the use of

incidence of
the lncident

4.1.2 Use common terminology and plain language in accordance with
ICS standards and protocols when conveying information during
a crisis or emergency.

4.1 .3 Adhere to the basic principles and best practices of ICS and
commits itself to providing the basic equipment, facilities and
resources needed to effectively implement the lCS.

4.1 .4 Designate a suitable lncident Command PosV Office/ Base

ryhere primary functiqns gf the IMT are pcrfgme0,ttt
4.1 .5 Provide the lncident Commander with appropriate Command

and General Staff, equipment, facilities and other resources
necessary to effectively implement the ICS

4.1 .6 Plan and implement programs and projects for disaster risk
reduction and mitigation, including the development of an Early
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4.1.7 Undertake efforts to seek the necessary technical and capacity-
building assistance from relevant agencies

4.4 ln response to emergency situations, the PSHS System shall prioritize
saving lives, ensuring safety of responders and others, protecting property
and environment, and incident stabilization.

4.5.2. Develop, maintain, review and update the incident action plan

based on the organization's ICS oblectives, goals and priorittes

4.5.4. Serve as one of the response teams of the DRRMC and other
agencies concerned.
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Warning System, spanning knowledge of hazards and
vulnerabilities thru preparedness and capacity to respond.

4.1.8 lntegrate disaster risk reduction and emergency response rn

activity planning

4.2. The Campus Director/ Executive Director shall appoint and designate in
writing thru a Special Order an lncident Command Team, headed by an
lncident Commander (lC) who will be primarily responsible for
implementing and maintaining the lCS. The lC shall be provided with
appropriate Command and General Staff to assist him/ her in the effective
implementation of the lCS.

4.3 The PSHS System shall support the effective implementation of the ICS
thru the provision of critical resources - e.g. personnel facilities,
equipment and supply items - needed to support incident management
activities.

4.5. The lncident Management Team shall have the following functions, roles
and responsibilities:

4.5.1. lmplement the ICS

4.5.3. Assume the five major activities in the ICS: Command,
Operations, Planning, Logistics, and Finance/ Administration.

I
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4 5.5. Prepare and keep up{o-date the lncident Action Plan, Risk
Reduction Strategies, and Emergency Response Plan

4.6. PSHS shall publish the name and contact details of the designated Point
of Contact (POC) at the PSHS website and in a strategically conspicuous
place. The POC's information shall be kept current and all changes thereto
shall be properly documented.

4.7. During emergency situations, the lncident Commander (lC) is expected to
assume the following roles:

4.7.1. Act as the Point of Contact (POC) during emergency situations

4.7.2. Assume an effective, visible command position

4.7.3. Rapidly assess or size-up the situation and identify priorities
based on the on-scene analysis of the emergency situation.

4.7.4. Assign or request for units/ personnel, equipment, external
support and resources appropriate for the incident

4.7.5. Review and evaluate efforts and revise the incident plan as
needed

5.1.1. The first personnel who responds to the scene shall be the
lncident Commander (lC).

5.'1 .2. The lC shall initially engage with the person attempting to
commit suicide.

5.1.3. The lC calls for help (preferably those others in the scene) to call
all the concerned section chiefs in the IMT to meet at the ground
floor of the scene.

(c) 2020 Philippine Science High School; all righls reserved This document may conlain proprietary information and may only
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4.7.6. Monitor, coordinate and direct response efforts.

5. PROCEDURES

5. 1 Emergency Response on suicide attempt to jump off a building

I
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5.1 4 The lC instructs Negotiation Officer (adviser/Guidance
Counselor) to convince the child/personnel not to proceed with
his/her plans.

5.1 .5. The lC instructs Operations Chief to secure the child's safety
while negotiation is going-on.

516 The Operations Chief shall deploy a team of 3 to the top floor
of the building to secure the child's safety while there is

negotiation.

The Operations Chief instructs security guards to control the
crowd/students in the scene. Special instruction will be given
to the crowd not to take videos/pictures during the incident.

5.1 .8. The Logistics team sources out mattress from the dormitory
and/or available netsicatcher.

5.1 .9. The Planning Officer Chief determines where to place the
mattress should the child proceed with the attempt.

5 1 10. The Liaison Officer calls the parents and informs them of the
incident. He also calls the nearest hospital for assistance.

5.'1 . 'l '1 . After the resolution of the incident, the Guidance
CounselorsiAdvisers conduct debriefing to the student who
attempted suicide, the witnesses, personnel and staff.

5.1 '1 2. The lC conducts closing meeting with the IMT for evaluation
and assessment of the incident.
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5.1.7.

5.2 Emergency Response on Fire lncident

5.2.1 The first responder will size up the situation. lf the fire is dire
(could not be managed single handedly) "call for help" and
"activate the alarm system".
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5.2.2 fhe security guard will contact the number of the nearest fire
station and shall assist the fire unit to the exact location of the
incident upon the arrival of the external responder.

5.2.3 lmmediately, the subject teachers (on site) will facilitate the
evacuation plan
a) Direct the students to the nearest safe exit;
b) Check that no one is left inside the classroom;
c) Close the doorwhen assured that everyone is out;
d) Guide the students to the identified evacuation site; and
e) lmmediately do a head count upon reaching the evacuation

site with the assistance of the class presidenUofficer;
f) lf a student is missing, the subject teacher will verbally notify

the Search and Rescue Unit (of the school) to check on the
whereabouts of the missing studenus;

g) lmmediately, the latter shall execute search and rescue and
provide feedback to the subject teachers (who reported the
missing student) and lncident Commander on the
whereabouts of the search and rescue;

h) Simultaneously Safety Marshals who shall assist in

executing the evacuation procedure will be deployed per

building (ideally a marshal per floor). The Safety Marshals
shall ensure crowd control, facilitate smooth traffic flow and
keep everyone to remain calm and orderly.

5.2.4 Simultaneously, the assigned Fire Marshal Unit (composed of
non- teaching staff) will lead in putting out the fire while the
external help have not arrived.

a) lf the fire is dreadful, the Fire Marshal Unit Head will declare
a "retreat" and shall terminate the operation. This will be

done if the situation goes worse and posts threat to the lives
of the responders.

b) ln the aforementioned case, the lncident Management
Team/ERT will .iust wait for the external responder to arrive
and the lncident Commander will execute proper transfer of
command upon the arrival of the external responder.
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5.2.5 The Fire Marshal Unit Head will then provide the lncident
Commander with a feedback on the status of the incident as basis
for the declaration of a "fire out".

5.2.6 The Safety Marshals and Safety Officer shall proceed in doing a
post incident assessment (infrastructure integrity and other
hazards) to ensure that it is safe to go back to the buildings.

5.2.7 A close out meeting with the lncident Management Team will be
called by the lncident Commander which will be participated by
the Safety Marshals, Fire Marshals, Security Guards, PlO,

5.2.8 Safety Officer and the First Responder to do assessment and
evaluation

a) This close out meeting will be documented by the Public
lnformation Officer. A copy of the report will be furnished to
the Office of the Campus Director and the lncident
Commander. The PIO is also in charge in answering
questions and queries with the permission of the Responsible
Officer (Campus Director)

5.2.9 Only after the close out meeting the Safety Officer upon the go
signal of the lncident Commander, the community will be advised
to resume their activities and declare safe to occupy the building
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